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Lane-changing characteristics

 Lane-changing vs car-following
 Lateral vs longitudinal movements

 Lane-changing areas
 Lane-drops
 Merge/diverge areas
 Weaving section, interchanges

 Effects
 bottleneck (Hall and Agyemang-Duah, 1991)
 accidents (Golob et al., 2004)
 density oscillation and instability (Gazis et al., 1962; Munjal and 

Pipes, 1971)
 first-in-first-out violation  (Jin et al., 2006)
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Existing models

 Microsopic 
 behavior (Gipps, 1986; Yang, 1997; Toledo et al., 

2003; Kesting et al., 2007)
 Macroscopic

 exchange of flows between lanes (Michalopoulos 
et al., 1984; Holland and Woods, 1997; Daganzo, 
2002; Coifman, 2003)

 static weaving characteristics  (Cassidy et al., 
1989; Cassidy and May, 1991; Ostrom et al., 
1993; Windover and May, 1994)

 Hybrid dynamic model 
 (Laval and Daganzo, 2006)



Problem statement and contributions

 Problem: 
 Bottleneck effects of lane-changing traffic

 Contributions: 
A variable: lane-changing intensity
A relation between intensity and density
A fundamental diagram with explicit lane-changing 
effects
A kinematic wave model incorporating l-c intensity

 We do NOT study:
 why, when, where, and how a vehicle makes a 

lane-change
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Review: The LWR model

 The LWR model (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; 
Richards, 1956)

 Kinematic wave model: shock and rarefaction waves
1. The fundamental law of traffic flow

2. Traffic conservation

3. Fundamental diagram of speed-density relationship
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Fundamental diagram

 Since Greenshields (1935)
 Observed for steady states (Del Castillo and 

Benitez, 1995)
 Derived from car-following models (Gazis et al., 

1961 and Haberman, 1977, Chapter 61)
 Longitudinal interactions among vehicles

 The LWR model is consistent with car-following 
behaviors at the aggregate level

 The LWR model has NOT been applied to describe 
lane-changing traffic flow
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Description of a lane-change

 Variables
 Previous lane and target lane
 Lane-changing location and time
 Lane-changing distances and duration: (∆x, ∆y, 
∆t)

 Lane-changing angle: 
 Longitudinal speed: 



Observations on a lane-change

 To accomplish a lane-change
 First signals its intention
 In sparse traffic: find a gap, NO waiting too long or 

interrupting traffic stream
 In congested traffic: slow down and wait for a gap, or 

speed up to squeeze in. 
 During a lane-change

 longitudinal influence on its current lane: following 
vehicles have to maneuver accordingly

 lateral influence on its subject lane: following vehicles 
may slow down or switch to other lanes to let it in. 

 Proposal: double contribution of a lane-changing 
vehicle to total density (Why?)
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Edie’s definition of density

 In a space-time domain: [xa,xb]£[ta,tb]
 Total number of vehicles: N
 Total travel time: NT
 The number of lane-changes: NLC

 Total lane-changing time, NLCtLC

 Density without considering lane-changes (Edie, 
1965; Cassidy and Coifman, 1997)

 Fundamental diagram: v=V(ρ) (Greenshields, 
1935)

 Higher density, lower speed



Why double l-c times?

 Total density=sum of lane-densities
 Lane-density=Vehicles’ travel times on the 

lane/Area of space domain
 During a lane-change, a vehicle uses two lanes, 

and its travel time is counted in both lanes
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Lane-changing intensity

 Lane-changing intensity

 the ratio of the total lane-changing time to the 
total travel time

 theoretically, consistent with doubling lane-
changing densities

 Effective density



Fundamental relation of l-c traffic

 Intensity-density relation? 
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Impacts of lane-changes

 Do lane-changes make any difference?
 More lane-changes, lower speed
 A lane-changing vehicle impacts both its previous 

and target lanes.
Fundamental diagram for lane-changing traffic
 Speed-density relation in lane-changing areas

 is the effective density 
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A key question

 When does a lane-change start?
 When does it end?
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An example

 NLC

 ρ/6 makes no lane-changes
 ρ/6 makes one lane-change
 ρ/6 makes two lane-changes

 tLC=2.5 s
 lane-changing intensity: 0.11



Bottleneck effects of lane-changes

 Constant ε
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Discontinuous l-c instensity
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Study area and data sets

 NGSim: I-80 in Emeryville (San Francisco), CA
 2:35-3:05pm, Dec 3, 2003 (1/15 sec)
 4-4:15pm, 5-5:30pm, Apr 13, 2005 (1/10 sec)

N
1
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Estimation of l-c intensity

 Assumption 1: Lane-changes caused by on-ramp 
flows

 Assumption 2: All lanes (including HOV lane) are 
balanced

 Assumption 3: All lane-changes in region of 
length L

 Assumption 4: Average lane-changing time
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Pre-processing (4:00-4:15)

 Coverage of cameras
 longitudinal distances are subject to measuring 

errors in the order of 10 ft
 Consistence of data

 global vs local longitudinal coordinates: linear
 global vs local lateral coordinates: unknown

 Misidentification of lane-changes (10%: 
104/1043)
 swerve to east and then back 

in a very short time
 Exclude 190 lane-changes  

from on-ramp to freeway



Lane-changing trajectory



Density, flow-rate, speed



lateral lane-changing distance=vehicle width

 θ =-0.5016 + 0.0121ρ (R-square=0.9441)
 (R-square=0.8683)
 (R-square=0.8077)

capacity reduction=7.75%



lateral lane-changing distance=1.5 vehicle width

 θ =-0.3222 + 0.0086ρ (R-square=0.9139)
 (R-square=0.8971)
 Capacity reduction: 17.62%



Other results

 Different time-steps
 Different cell-sizes
 Different locations



Kinematic wave model of lane-changing traffic

 Extended LWR model
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Traffic dynamics with ε(x)

 A system of hyperbolic conservation laws

 Nonlinear resonant system
 Riemann problem and solutions (Isaacson and 

Temple,1992; Jin and Zhang, 2003)
 at a boundary, there can be both shock and 

rarefaction waves
 10 types of waves
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Supply-demand and boundary flux

 boundary flux=min(upstream demand, 
downstream supply)

 definitions of demand/supply with lane-changing

 Lane-changing traffic can be solved within the 
framework of Cell Transmission Model
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Conclusion

 Lane-changing intensity 
 well defined and calibrated

 Intensity-density relation 
 well defined and calibrated

 Fundamental diagram of lane-changing traffic
 capacity reduction 8-18%

 The LWR model of lane-changing traffic
 well-defined, supply-demand method works
 solved with Cell Transmission Model



Future studies

 More study areas (e.g., US 101)
 Lateral lane-changing distance
 Lane-changing intensity vs on- and off-ramp 

flows
 Capacity drops? (discontinuous intensity-density 

relation)
 Merging+lane-changing+ramp metering?



Thank you for your attention! 
Questions?

wjin@uci.edu
http://www.its.uci.edu/~wjin
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